
HOUNSLOW & DISTRICT WHEELERS  

 

 

                      OPEN  ‘100’ MILES TIME TRIAL   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                   START SHEET 
                                                   for the 

                      RON BROWN MEMORIAL 
 

                                   SUNDAY 27th MAY 2018 
                                                                                                                                                                             

                                       Including scratch, ladies, veterans, groups, tandem & fastest team awards 

 

Promoted for and on behalf of Cycling Time Trials under their Rules and Regulations 
 

EVENT SECRETARY   Trevor Gilbert, 74 Churchfield House, Lushington Drive, Cobham, Surrey, KT11 2LX 
          Tel   01932   867724   MoB   07787797724   e-mail  trevorgilbert2013@gmail.com   

                 
PRIZES   Scratch  1st  £60          2nd  £50           3rd  £40          4th  £30          5th  £20 
 Winner to hold the RON BROWN MEMORIAL SALVER for one year and Hounslow Medal 
 Fastest Lady £60  and to hold the ROLPH BRAMBLEBY TROPHY for one year and Hounslow Medal 
 2nd Lady £50 
 Veteran Fastest £40 and to hold the RON BROWN CUP for one year 
 Veteran Best on Standard £40, 2nd Best on Standard £20 
 Fastest Rider at 50 miles (must complete course)  £10 

Group Awards fastest rider in each group  £20  group  ‘A’   4-00-00/4-14-59,  ‘B’  4-15-00/4-29-59 
                                                                                                       ‘C’   4-30-00/4-44-59,  ‘D’  over  4-45-00 

                                                                                       Fastest Team   £20 each and a Hounslow Medal each 
 

TIMEKEEPERS   Chief Don Ashton (Farnborough & Camberlry CC)     50 miles .Kathy Collard-Berry (…a3crg) 
 

ALL PERSONS CONNECTED WITH THE EVENT PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU READ THESE NOTES 

 

COURSE Froyle  (Hampshire)  H100/88  see separate details & map. IMPORTANT COURSE INFORMATION the dual 
carriageway on both sides, adjacent to the Start has been reduced to a single lane by cross hatching. 
Competitors to regard this part of the road as a single lane. Competitors riding on the cross hatching will be 
disqualified and reported to the District Committee. At the Coxbridge (Farnham) r-a-b turn the use of tri-bars 
is forbidden while turning on safety grounds. Riders must use the widest part of their handlebars. An observer 
will be present, any rider seen using their tri-bars will be disqualified and reported to the DC committee who 
could take further disciplinary action.    

 

HEADQUARTERS are Bentley Memorial Hall, Bentley, GU10 5NB open from 6.45am, for location and directions from    
                   the A31 see map. No bicycles in hall or shoes with plates or cleats to be worn in the hall.               
                   PLEASE DO NOT GIVE THE HALL AUTHORITIES ANY REASON TO WITHDRAW OUR USE OF IT, LOSE  
                   THE HALL AND WE WILL PROBABLY LOSE THE COURSE, THERE ARE NO OTHER HQ NEARBY  

 

PARKING   DC Regulation NO PARKING on the road that passes in front of the HQ. NO PARKING in Hole Lane adjacent                                  
                   to the HQ nor on the forecourt of the HQ. There is limited parking at the HQ. Pleases do not park in spaces 
                   designated for event officials.  Parking is allowed on the grass verge and the bridge over the A31 L/H only            
                   of road only approaching HQ from the south but not 2 cars where you can get 3. There are 2 lay-bys on the        
                   A31 after the Bull PH. 

 

NOISE    Please keep as quite as possible when arriving at the event, please DO NOT shout to your mates or slam car 
      doors, residents will be asleep close to the HQ, CTT Regulation no 1 makes it a disciplinary offence for all       
      connected with the event who brings the sport into disrepute with the public, No shouting to the riders from     
      the bridge over the A31 YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED.  

 

NUMBERS and the SIGNING ON & OFF SHEET will be at the HQ, which must be signed only by the rider. Any late  
                   Instructions  will be at this point. Numbers should be returned at the HQ in exchange for a free drink, other   
                   refreshments will be available. 

 

NO FOOD or DRINK provided during the event.            . 
 

USE of MOTOR VEHICLES, to comply with Regulation 22, please fill in the form provided at the HQ  
 
 

IN THE INTEREST OF YOUR OWN SAFTEY 

Cycling Time Trials, and the event promoter, strongly advise you wear a HARD SHELL HELMET  that meets an 
internationally accepted safety standard, all riders under 18 must ware a helmet. 

 

It is recommended that a working rear light, either flashing or constant, is fitted to the machine in a position 
visible to following road users and is active whilst the machine is in use. 

 
++++    REMEMBER    ++++     HEADS UP    ++++    ACCIDENTS DOWN    ++++ 

 

HOUNSLOW & DISTRICT WHEELERS WISH EVERYONE A PLEASANT MORNINGS’ SPORT  



HOUNSLOW & DISTRICT WHEELERS  
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COURSE  DETAILS  H100/88  ‘100’  MILES FARNHAM  /  ALTON  (A31) 
 

OS map 186  Miles 
758423 * 
 
 
828459 * 
 
736403 * 
703376 * 
 
          
758432 * 
  
743415 * 

START * at a marked point (TP39) situated in the slip road from Upper Froyle just east of 
the Hen & Chicken public house. Proceed eastwards for 150 yards to the junction with the 
A31. Join the A31 (M1) (Great Care) and proceed via the Bentley by-pass to the Coxbridge 
(Farnham) r-a-b At the junction with the A325 (M2) 1st Turn. Circle the roundabout * take 
the fourth exit to rejoin the A31 southwestwards.Proceed via the Bentley by-pass  to the 
Holybourne  r-a-b * keep to the left-      
hand side (M5). Continue on the A31 to the Chawton roundabout * 2nd TURN (M6). Circle 
the roundabout (M7 & 8)(Check) and take the 4th exit to rejoin the A31 northwestwards to 
the Holybourne roundabout * (M10) avoid the first exit. Take the second exit (M11) and still 
on the A31 to go past the Henn & Chicken public house and the START POINT * to 
complete the 1st CIRCUIT. 
Repeat the above circuit four more times to FINISH * on the 5th lap at the centre of the 
overhead power cables above the road and 0.905 miles short of the START POINT..   

0.000 * 
 
 

5.127 * 
 

12.240 * 
15.182 * 

 
18.228 * 
20.181 * 

 
100.000 * 

 
Milages Coxbridge r-a-b 

    (Farnham)    
 

3rd Turn 
5th Turn 
7th Turn 
9th Turn 

25.308 miles 
45.489 miles 
65.670 miles 
85.851 miles 

Chawton r-a-b 
 

  4th Turn 
  6th Turn 
  8th Turn 
10th Turn 

35.363 miles 
55.544 miles 
75.725 miles 
95.906 miles 

SEE MAP OF COURSE FOR DIRECTIONS TO HQ AND ANY FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS   
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